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KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER AND ORGANIZATIONAL 

COMPETENCE BUILDING  
 

- A case study of two knowledge-intensive firms 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
For firms seeking competitive advantage, the challenge of creating competence-based 
competitiveness has gained an increasing interest over the years (Hamel and Heene 1994). 
Competitive advantage built on capabilities, knowledge and skills are often less visible to 
competitors and more difficult to imitate, and hence often provide a base for creating a 
sustainable and robust advantage over competitors. Adopting the view that “competence is an 
ability to sustain the coordinated deployment of assets in a way that helps a firm achieve its 
goals” (Sanchez, Heene and Thomas 1996), hence brings competence-related issues to the top 
of the management agenda in many firms today. The strategic management of a firm involves 
not only a search for defendable sources of competitive advantage, but to a higher extent also 
the search for sources that allow for a continuous renewal of the firm’s competitive position 
(Hamel and Heene 1994; Wallin 1998).  
 
A firm’s competence building and competence leveraging activities represent gap-closing 
activities of significant importance for a firm’s competitive position, but also constitute 
important input to the creation of the firm’s ‘organizational knowledge’ (von Krogh, Roos, 
and Slocum 1994; cf. also the ‘mental models’ in Senge 1990,). This shared set of beliefs 
about causality has to be maintained and renewed in accordance to ongoing changes in the 
firm’s environment in order for the firm to stay competitive. Other motives to cultivate an 
organization’s collective knowledge are: 
 
?? To create the specific synergy that evolves from human interaction and exchange of 

knowledge and information in-house a firm, 
 
?? To reduce the vulnerability represented by people leaving the firm and taking key-

competencies away from the organization.1 
 
As Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) point out, firms are “open systems whose actions are 
motivated by the collective goal-seeking behavior of employees and other stakeholders”. The 
firm’s employees, for example, interact with customers, suppliers, partner company represen-
tatives, competitors and others, and bring in experiences and often-new knowledge and infor-
mation back to the firm. Together with experiences made in-house the firm these ‘imported’ 
pieces of information and knowledge constitute important in-put to the ongoing renewal and 
updating of the organizational knowledge and the organizational memory of a firm. Following 
Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996), we need a better understanding of how firms coordinate 
competence building and leveraging processes in order to manage a competence-based 

                                                                 
1 Sanchez (1997) remarks that “maintaining the knowledge asset of the firm in the form of ‘tacit knowledge’ 
contained in the heads of employees may be much less secure than articulating, transferring and widely 
embedding critical knowledge within the organization”. 
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competition. To understand how these processes function and to facilitate an effective 
transformation of individual information and knowledge to organizational and shared 
information/ knowledge is a management task of growing importance in many firms.  How 
information and different kinds of individual knowledge held by a firm’s employees is shared 
with and transferred to others in the organization is then the theme for this specific paper. 
 
 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
As Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) point out, firms follow its own strategic logic to 
achieve its goals by using its resources, capabilities and skills to create, produce and offer 
products to markets. For gap-closing activities pursuing the firm’s goals competencies and 
skills owned or addressable by the firm today play an increasing importance. When we further 
address information, knowledge and competencies and how these are being transferred and 
shared with others in an organization we refer to both firm-specific and firm-addressable 
sources.  
 
A classic distinction of different kinds of competencies is to separate tacit and explicit 
knowledge and competencies (Polaniy 1962). According to Nonaka and Konno (1998), 
explicit knowledge can be expressed “in words and numbers and shared in the form of data, 
scientific formulae, specifications, manuals, and the like”. This kind of knowledge can also 
easily be transmitted between individuals formally and systematically. Tacit knowledge, on 
the other hand, is “highly personal and hard to formalize, making it difficult to communicate 
or share with others” (ibid).  Involving subjective insights, intuitions and hunches, tacit 
knowledge is embedded in “individual actions and experience as well as the ideals, values and 
emotions he or she embraces” (ibid).2   
 
From a management perspective it is important to facilitate transfer and exchange of both 
explicit and tacit knowledge in an organization in order to facilitate synergism or to reduce the 
firm’s vulnerability in case of a “brain-drain”. As indicated above, explicit knowledge is more 
readily transferred to others in the form of e.g. written documents, instructions, or routines 
(the organizational analogue of individual skills according to Hendry et al, 1995). This does 
not indicate that transfer of explicit knowledge always is trivial: As Brooking (1999) remarks, 
a successful transfer requires that the specific knowledge is made accessible and 
understandable to others but also requires an amount of ‘pre-understanding’ on behalf of the 
receiving party. Filling these requirements, however, transfer and sharing of explicit 
knowledge is readily done in an organization, thus facilitating collective learning and a higher 
organizational competence. Unfortunately, this kind of knowledge and skills is also just as 
easily transferred across firms and often copied by competitors, and therefore seldom any 
base for a sustainable competitive advantage.  
 
A frequently used concept to discuss and distinguish between knowledge and skills with diffe-
rent characteristics and different functions is to separate knowledge oriented towards ‘know-
what’, ‘know-why’ and ‘know-how’ (Lundwall and Johnson, 1994).3 Know-what-knowledge 
                                                                 
2 Sanchez (1997) here points at an epistemologically interesting question whether tacit knowledge is 
unarticulated (due to difficulties to express meaning) or whether it is not even capable of being articulated, and 
takes the view that the latter meaning of tacit knowledge yet has to be satisfactorily explained and substantiated. 
We will relate to this interesting theme further on in the paper.  
3Rogers (1983) utilised another terminology, where “awareness-knowledge” corresponds to know-what-
knowledge, “how-to-knowledge” corresponds to know-how-knowledge and “principles knowledge” to know-
why-knowledge. 
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is related to having information about facts and state of things, and is by some researchers 
characterized as ‘knowing that’ (e.g. Gagné, 1984). Know-why-knowledge relates to know-
ledge about principles and causal relationships between different elements behind specific 
phenomena, and ”the ability to articulate a conceptual understanding of an experience” (Kim, 
1993, p. 38). Know-how-knowledge4 is related to how people understand and apply what they 
learn, including their “physical ability to produce some action” (ibid). Lundwall and Johnson 
also utilized a fourth category (‘know-who’): a knowledge about who knows what, why or 
how. Sanchez (1997) characterizes know-how as ‘practical understanding’, know-why as 
‘theoretical understanding’, and know-what as “strategic understanding of the purposes to 
which available and potential know-why and know-how can usefully be applied” (p. 179).  By 
relating know-what to purpose theory, Sanchez may hence be understood to underline a more 
active and functional role of know-what knowledge in a firm than several other writers do. 
 
Returning to the distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge, we may understand know-
what-knowledge (such as information) and know-why-knowledge (such as scientific explana-
tions of cause and effect) as more related to explicit knowledge, implicating that this kind of 
knowledge also is more standardized or general, and more easily transferred or copied across 
firms. Know-how-knowledge and know-who-knowledge on the other hand are more firm- or 
person-specific properties, often internalized in organizational routines and procedures as well 
as in a firm’s or a firm member’s business or personal network. These tacit and often non-
standard assets are more difficult to transfer from one firm-specific context to another, and 
accordingly they also represent a possibility to exploit a competitive firm advantage.5 We will 
here build further on the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge when analyzing 
modes for transferring knowledge and information in a firm.  
 
Kim (1993) suggests that several different concepts could be integrated in order to improve 
our understanding of organizational learning, and how this relates to individual learning. 
Starting from a separation of ”operational learning” from ”conceptual learning”, Kim 
understands operational learning on the individual level as ‘single-loop learning’ resulting in 
‘know-how-knowledge’. This kind of learning is stored in a memory on both the individual 
level (in terms of routines and work practices in individual mental models), and on the 
organizational level (in terms of organizational routines that are shared with other members of 
an organization). Similarly, conceptual learning is related to ”a conceptual understanding of 
an experience” (i.e. to know why) which in turn facilitates, or at least can facilitate, ‘double-
loop learning’ stored in individual framework’s.6 These individual frameworks implicate that 
new best practices can develop through operational learning. By transferring and sharing the 
conceptual frameworks with other members of the organization, a more developed 
organizational mental model (‘Weltanschauung’ or ways of seeing and understanding 
different phenomena) can emerge, which in turn stimulates the development of new 
organizational routines. Central to Kim’s concept is the role of the individual and 
organizational memory (mental models) that by a transfer mechanism links individual and 
organizational learning in a dynamic process.7 This is a two-way process between the 
individual and the organizational level, as well as a two-way process (or a learning cycle) 
                                                                 
4Sometimes characterised as ‘procedural knowledge’. 
5 Nordhaug (1993) also discusses the distinction between general and firm-specific knowledge and skills, and 
notices that this distinction is central in transaction cost theory (Coase 1937; Williamson 1981). Building on 
dimensions of task specificity, firm specificity, and industry specificity he suggests a typology that represents six 
types of competencies: meta-competencies, industry competencies, intra-organisational competencies, standard 
technical competencies, technical trade competencies, and unique competencies. 
6 Cf. Piagét’s (1951) theory on learning as a process constituted by ‘assimilation’ and ‘accommodation’. 
7 Cf. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). 
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between conceptual and operational learning on both the individual and organizational level. 
Kim also points out that… 
 

…mental models are a mixture of what is learned explicitly and absorbed 
implicitly. That’s why it’s so difficult to articulate them and share them with 
others (ibid, p. 46). 
 

Both tacit and more explicit knowledge and skills can hence be regarded as a result of 
learning processes consisting of interplay between operational and conceptual learning. 
Learning processes resulting in, for example, explicit product solutions or process routines are 
more visible and hence more transferable both inside organizational boundaries as well as 
between firms. This implicates, as indicated above, that the transfer of explicit knowledge and 
skills is less problematic inside organizational boundaries, but also more easily copied by the 
firm’s competitors. Learning processes involving the development of new individual and 
organizational ‘mental models’ and expressed as ‘tacit routines’ are more difficult both to 
articulate and share inside organizational boundaries, but also more difficult to imitate for the 
firm’s competitors. At first sight this seems to imply that a firm should concentrate on 
developing shared mental models and tacit routines by conceptual learning processes instead 
of explicit knowledge and skills by operational learning. As Kim however points out, 
”effective organizational learning requires a balance of conceptual and operational learning” 
(p. 42; see also Nonaka and Konno 1998). This view of learning as a dynamic process 
involving two-way or cyclic dependencies between conceptual and operational learning hence 
underlines the importance of interplay and balance in order to achieve an optimal degree of 
learning on both the individual and organizational level. Similar, an optimal degree of 
organizational learning requires a transfer mechanism that facilitates interplay between 
individual frameworks and routines, and the organization’s ‘Weltanschauung’ and its 
organizational routines.8  
 
Kim’s suggestion to how individual and organizational learning may be understood to be 
integrated accordingly synthesizes several of the different concepts utilized in the literature. 
Kim however also demonstrates the importance of recognizing individual and organizational 
perceptions of the context in which they operate. These perceptions include explicit and 
implicit understanding that ”help us make sense of the world we see”, but may also ”restrict 
our understanding to that which makes sense within the mental model” (ibid, p. 39). 
Regardless of whether these perceptions are grounded in scientifically proven knowledge or 
in more subjective, or even superstitious understanding of different phenomena, these 
perceptions guide individual and organizational mapping, cognition and decision-making, and 
produce responses to environmental influences and pressures. Recognizing individual and 
organizational perceptions when studying firms’ competence building and leveraging 
processes hence seems to be most relevant.  
 
Transfer of information and knowledge in an organization may be both formal and informal 
(Jordan and Jones 1997). Transfer through formal media often utilizes written documentation, 
intranets and databases, manuals, instructions and formal forums for exchange, while informal 
transfer on knowledge and information may utilize social and non-formalized forums such as 
                                                                 
8 Research of Ylinenpää (1998), Cole (1994) or Stata (1989) has revealed that individual and organisational 
competencies are not necessarily related. Cole, for example, has demonstrated how different combinations of 
individual and organizational competencies are possible, and that a high level of individual competence does not 
automatically result in a high level of organisational competence. What Kim theoretically contributes with here 
is hence a reasonable suggestion as to how insufficient ‘transfer mechanisms’ between the individual levels 
and/or poorly developed ‘shared mental models’ may explain the dysfunctions thus occurring. 
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informal meetings and networks, peer-to-peer-discussions, or personal consultations. 
Sometimes media or transfer mechanisms may be either formal or informal (or both), such as 
meetings, mentorship relations or networks (cf. Sveiby 1995, Alle 1997, or Brooking 1999). 
 
Instead of formal and informal transfer medias we may use terms such as ‘platforms’ or 
‘arenas’ to capture the fact that we here talk about different measures for transferring 
information and knowledge between people. Nonaka and Konno (1998) used the term ‘Ba’9 to 
conceptualize shared spaces that serve as a foundation for knowledge creation. These shared 
spaces for emerging relationships can be either physical (such as an office or a dispersed 
business space), virtual (such as e-mail or teleconference systems), mental (such as shared 
experiences, ideas or ideals), or any combination of them.  
 
Regardless of which terms we chose to capture mechanisms for transfer and exchange of 
knowledge and information it should be noted that we here refer to a variety of different 
media, forums or mechanisms. These mechanisms may be formal or (and) informal, 
instrumental or (and) purely social, but share the quality of enabling for people to receive, 
submit and exchange information, knowledge and insights and thereby contribute to the 
development of organizational knowledge. A main interest of this paper is whether 
mechanisms used for transformation of information and knowledge are different depending on 
the nature of the knowledge/information transferred, i.e. whether different mechanisms are 
being utilized to transfer tacit and explicit knowledge and information. 
 
As already touched upon, transfer of knowledge and information from one individual or work 
unit to another normally also includes organizational learning and storing this knowledge in 
some kind of organizational memory. This organizational memory is then used to achieve the 
firm’s goals by utilizing its resources, capabilities and skills to create, produce and offer 
products to markets (Sanchez, Heene and Thomas 1996). Work by Bateson (1972) and 
Argyris & Schön (1978) introduced the concept of single-, and double-loop learning as a 
framework for describing how different levels of learning relate to different degrees of 
change. Many researchers have used this concept to link individual competence and learning 
to organizational competence/learning. Single-loop learning, then, relates to ‘doing things 
right’ by detecting and correcting errors. Double-loop learning questions these taken-for-
granted standards of doing things right, and thus facilitates a radical change of existing 
processes, routines and values.10 Built into these concepts is the understanding that the degree 
of change correlates with (or even implies) learning processes that are shared among most of 
the members in an organization. These learning processes are, moreover, oriented towards a 
deeper level of collective knowledge and understanding that facilitates change and develop-
ment of an organization. Underlying is also the idea that individual learning and competence 
“can be harnessed positively to produce collective learning” (Mabey and Salaman, 1995, p. 
317). This collective or organizational learning results in a higher degree of organizational 
competence, which is manifested by shared “mental models” (Senge, 1990; Kim, 1993), more 
developed routines “constantly revised to update best practice in the organization” (Adler and 
Docherty, 1995, p. 250), and an infrastructure supporting the collection, storing and distribu-
tion of new knowledge, experience and practice (ibid; cf. also Simon, 1991, or Teece et al, 
1994). Organizational learning resulting in new or more developed work practices and 

                                                                 
9 A term originally proposed by the Japanese philosopher Kitaro Nishida. 
10 Sveiringa and Wierdsma (1992) identified a third level of learning in triple-loop learning, where essential 
principles on which an organization once was founded are challenged. Others (e.g. Hörte 1995) instead 
understand triple-loop learning (or ‘deutero learning’ according to Argyris and Schön) as when an organization 
‘learns how to learn’ in a continuous process of change and development. 
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routines can accordingly be regarded as one of the means a firm can utilize in order to 
improve its performance in a changing environment (cf. DiBella et al, 1996).  
 
The distinction between single- and double-loop learning addresses the need to recognize 
change-forces in a firm’s environment when discussing what kind of learning an organization 
requires. In a stable environment there is less pressure and fewer incentives for an 
organization to change, thus implicating that ways of ‘doing things right’ are well defined and 
well known by the organization. In situations like these, the optimized learning can be 
expected to be directed towards detecting errors and correcting behavior according to the 
defined standard of ‘doing things right’ by utilizing single-loop learning. In more dynamic 
environments characterized by, e.g., rapid technological development, shifting market 
demand or other environmental influences, single-loop learning is insufficient, since the 
current standards of ‘doing things right’ are called in question. In order to maintain or develop 
its competitiveness, an organization needs to challenge its taken-for-granted standards and 
routines, and renew, for example, its technological processes, product concepts, or marketing 
approaches. This requires a more developed form of learning (double-loop learning). 
Normally organizations have a need both for developing their skills in doing things right (as 
when the firm recruits and trains a new employee), as well as for renewal of their standards, 
practices and approaches (as when technological development or a shifting market demand 
changes the conditions in the firm’s line of industry).  
 
To conclude, the aim of this paper is to analyze and discuss how information and knowledge 
held by individuals in a firm is shared with and transferred to others in the organization, thus 
facilitating organizational learning. This theme involve three more specific questions: 
 

?? Which transfer mechanisms that are being used 
?? Whether these transfer mechanisms are different depending on the specific knowledge 

and information transferred 
?? How information and knowledge is stored in the organization. 

 
 
METHOD 
 
The purpose of this paper is to increase our understanding of how individually held 
information and knowledge is shared and transferred to others in the organization, and what 
kind of support systems or arenas that are used for transferring different kinds of knowledge 
and information. This includes getting an understanding of how individual employees in a 
firm retrieve information and knowledge relevant for different work tasks and if and how they 
share this with colleagues working in the same firm. Different mechanisms for transferring 
knowledge and information are potentially at hand, and an important ambition is to 
investigate which mechanisms that actually are being used and which perceptions different 
employees hold towards transmitting information and knowledge through different 
mechanisms. For these reasons a case study approach was utilized, where two different firms 
were selected for in-depth study11: 
 
 
- AVANTRA, which is an IT software consultant operating in electronic commerce, 

Intranet construction and data base building. Avantra was established in 1997, and today 
                                                                 
11 As noted by Mahoney and Sanchez (1996), we in order to improve our understanding need more of research 
‘from the inside of the firm’ complementing the traditional positivist empirical mode of research. 
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has 33 employees operating from Luleå and Stockholm. The company reveals an 
exceptional growth since it established, and has received awards for its entrepreneurship 
and its personnel policy. 

 
- CAP GEMINI, which is a well-known international corporation operating in management 

and Information Technology, totally employing 38,000 in Europe, USA and Asia. Cap 
Gemini was founded more than 30 years ago, and was in 1999 awarded being the 
company of the year in Europe. The unit of analysis and the empirical base for this 
specific paper consists of employees working for Cap Gemini and their office located to 
Luleå, Sweden. 

 
The firms selected for the case study may both be characterized as being knowledge intensive, 
successful and fast growing firms operating in a highly dynamic environment. Apparent is 
however also that they are very different: While Avantra is a small, locally based and newly 
established firm, Cap Gemini is characterized by its multinational structure and large size, as 
well as by a considerably longer track record in this specific line of business. These 
differences are notable, and were in fact important criteria when we selected firms for this 
study. Addressing (formal and informal) systems for transfer of information and knowledge in 
a firm it could be expected that organizational size and age have bearing on which kind of 
transfer system a firm utilizes. Positioning the two case study firms on a curve depicting the 
degree of organizational maturity would surely position Avantra and Cap Gemini very 
differently. This would indicate that Cap Gemini being more ‘mature’ and having had the 
time (and the need) to develop e.g. organizational routines for transferring information and 
knowledge to employees all over the world, introducing IT-based backup systems as well as 
other organizational routines and solutions to facilitate an effective distribution of information 
and knowledge across the organization. Avantra, on the other hand, could be expected to be 
more reliant on informal and ad-hoc-based systems.  
 
In each of the case-study firms, three respondents were selected for personal interviews. The 
selection process, which was conducted in cooperation with the firm/business unit manager in 
each company, was based on different criteria in order to have a representative selection of 
different respondents in each firm. We choose to interview three IT-consultants working with 
customer projects in each firm, but exposing differences referring to age, gender and 
professional experience in the field. The interviews were based on a semi-structured form 
depicting questions such as how the employee interacts with colleagues, how information and 
knowledge needed is retrieved, what systems or arenas that are being used, and how the 
employee perceives the alternatives available. Both general and project-specific questions 
were used, where the respondent using a recent project as an example was asked to specify 
how he/she acted in specific phases during this project. Some brief data on the respondents 
interviewed are presented below. 
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Table 1: SOME BRIEF DATA ON THE RESPONDENTS 
 

Avantra  Respondent A Male, 30 years of age, working for Avantra for two
   years. Graduate in Systems Architecture after studies   

   in the U.S. and Japan. Previous work experience in  
   the field from ABB Industrial Systems (2.5 years).  
   Working with systems construction in Avantra. 
 

 Respondent B Female, 26, working for Avantra for six months 
   with counseling, systems design and programming. 

Gradute in Systems Design. No previous work 
experience in the field. 
 

 Respondent C Male, 40, working for Avantra for 14 months. 
   University degree in ADB and behavior sciences.  
   Previous work experience from different manage- 
   ment positions, teaching and programming. Now  
   working with project management, organizational  
   development and IT-architecture. 
 
Cap Gemini Respondent D Male, 26, working for Cap Gemini for 16 months.
   Recently graduated from Graduate Engineering  
   Program in Electro technique, and currently working  
   with systems design and programming in client  
   projects. No previous work experience from the field. 
 

 Respondent E Male, 35, working for Gap Gemini for five years.  
   Graduate in Systems Engineering and holds several 
   years of experience from the field. Working as a pro- 
   ject manager with systems construction and program- 
   ming. 
 

 Respondent F Female, 43, working for Cap Gemini for two years.  
Several years of previous work experience (systems 
design, programming, client support, financial 
director etc.) from the field including a year in the 
U.S. Currently working as project manager in 
different client projects. 

    
Complementing the primary data received from our respondents we also used secondary data 
represented by the case study firms’ folders, websites and other kinds of written information 
in order to receive relevant data on the case-study firms. 
 
 
CASE  STUDY RESULTS 
 
Which transfer mechanisms are being used? 
 
Avantra today to a large extent hires out qualified staff to client firms and organizations in 
need for people skilled in Information Technology. These services generate approximately 
70% of the firm’s annual turnover and implicates that Avantra’s staff often work on their own 
in their client firms. Staff meetings are held on a monthly basis, but only to a very limited 
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degree involve transfer of experiences and knowledge. Instead Avantra’s consultants are 
referred to contact colleagues when a specific need for information and knowledge occurs. To 
facilitate such collegial cooperation a personal profile for all employees has been set up and 
kept available on the firm’s Intranet system, containing information of each person’s 
background, experience and specific expertise. The firm’s Intranet system moreover serve as 
a ‘bank’ containing examples on how to write offers, do project follow-up routines and 
serving as a channel for management information to employees. Occasionally seminars held 
by employees attending conferences, external courses, workshops or trade fairs (or students 
from the University presenting project or thesis work done in cooperation with Avantra) 
provide an opportunity for employees to learn more on specific topics. 
 
From the interviews with the Avantra respondents it was obvious that the transfer mechanisms 
used by the firm mainly served on an ad-hoc basis. When a person is in need for specific 
knowledge or information, the person normally turns to nearest colleague or expertise outside 
the firm to request the information needed. Reports from previous projects sometimes serve as 
a source for information, but more often is a way to identify whom to ask for more 
information. The Internet and relevant literature serve as important external sources of 
(especially technical) information. From this general picture some interesting differences 
between respondents occurred. Respondent C, for example, to a higher degree than his 
younger colleagues seems to rely on his previous work experience for solving job-related 
problems, but also to a high degree relies on his external network of different professional 
contacts built up over the years. For making inquiries he often makes use of different IT-
based tools such as email and fax. Respondents A and B normally turn to in-house colleagues 
if the information they need for a job is not to be found in their reports from previous projects.   
 
In Cap Gemini a somewhat different picture evolved. Being a substantially larger and older 
organization, Cap Gemini first and foremost works with larger projects that they themselves 
manage on behalf of their clients. Normally a team of cross-functional specialists are assigned 
to work on these projects, implicating that project teams working on different assignments 
normally have access to a variety of different specialists. Besides these project teams, Cap 
Gemini now organizes what they name ‘competence teams’ where people in the organization 
with similar expertise meet to discuss common issues and to share experiences. An internal 
but worldwide knowledge system (Galaxy) is currently being created, which using the 
company’s Intranet system will serve as a knowledge bank for the whole multinational 
corporation. Through this system, individual consultants have access to a variety of different 
kinds of knowledge and information and may, by using a search engine, find specific projects 
or specific problems related to a factual and present work task. Different organizational 
routines are used to secure job quality (the company is e.g. certified according to ISO 9001), 
which contribute to creating an organizational competence beyond the competence held by 
individual employees in the company. 
 
Talking to individual respondents in the company revealed several similarities with the 
smaller and younger Avantra. As in Avantra, personal experience, colleagues, reports from 
previous projects and the Internet serve as important knowledge sources. Notable is, however, 
that in-house expertise (meaning belonging to the same organization) seems to be even more 
important in Gap Gemini, probably reflecting the fact that a broader range of relevant 
competence and information are represented in-house a larger organization. A higher degree 
of routinization (in terms of e.g. quality manuals and different check-lists for performing 
work-tasks) was apparent, indicating a more developed ‘organizational memory’. One of the 
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respondents at Cap Gemini (respondent F) moreover referred to her mentor as being an 
important source of expertise and professional coaching on job-related matters.  
 
Are transfer mechanisms different due to the specific knowledge/information 
transferred? 
 
Both Avantra and Gap Gemini use written documentation as a form for transferring 
information on standard procedures such as how to present the firm, how to write an offer, or 
how to do financial reporting on customer projects. Gap Gemini now has the ambition to also 
store knowledge and experiences earned in previous projects in its knowledge system, thus 
making this kind of embedded knowledge available to all employees. From our interviews it 
was obvious that respondents in Gap Gemini felt differently about this new system. One 
respondent (F) used it regularly as a first step in every new project, while others (especially 
respondent D) felt themselves to be more or less persuaded to use a system, which they were 
not comfortable with: 
 

“If I’m to use a system I need a clear purpose for doing so. I am not comfortable just to 
search for the sake of searching.” 

 
Taking into account that Cap’s Intranet system still is very new, this reaction might be 
reflecting lack of experience to utilize a new system. It might, however, also reflect the fact 
that personal preferences regarding means of getting access to knowledge and information 
vary from person to person. It could moreover reflect the fact that ‘instrumental’ and formal 
storage of knowledge and information in the form of written documentation (here stored on an 
Intranet system) is able to capture only a part of the ‘whole’ knowledge, thus causing 
disappointment when an employee does not find what he/she is looking for. Recognizing that 
Cap Gemini now also is creating ‘competence teams’ for exchange of knowledge and 
information seems to support this latter uderstanding. Obvious from our interviews was that 
personalized, tacit knowledge only to a very limited degree was transferred through 
formalized media and written documentation. In stead, this kind of knowledge is very much 
transferred through direct interaction between people face-to-face or utilizing interactive 
media.  
 
Informal meetings and contacts face-to-face or in smaller groups was in fact the most 
common methods utilized for transfer of knowledge in both Avantra and Gap Gemini. 
Especially in Gap Gemini the system with ‘competence groups’ and workshops in different 
topics served as important vehicles for sharing knowledge and experience between staff 
members. In Avantra the occasionally occurring seminars seem to have filled the same 
function.  
 
For transferring more value-based and tacit knowledge (such as knowledge on business ethics, 
how ‘business is done around here’, how to support a personal career, or how to find out 
‘what is really important to a client’), this pattern of personal interaction was even more 
evident. In Gap Gemini this had implicated the introduction of a ‘personal coach system’. 
According to one of the respondents, a coach system was eminent for transferring knowledge 
important for personal development since this relation transfers 
 

“…more of insights and personal approaches than concrete and explicit knowledge”. 
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How is information and knowledge stored in the organization? 
 

From what we already have been reporting above it is obvious that different kinds of 
information and knowledge are stored in the organization in different ways. For storage of 
instructions, manuals and routines both Avantra and Cap Gemini rely on written 
documentation stored on paper or on an Intranet system, although Cap Gemini (being a larger 
and older organization) have more developed routines and procedures. In a similar way, both 
Avantra and Cap Gemini store reports on previous projects using paper or electronic format. 
The difference is that while the younger and smaller case-study firm (Avantra) provides this 
as information to its employees, Cap Gemini now makes its storage system at least partly 
interactive by linking it to a search engine and a worldwide database.  
 

For storing the more tacit knowledge a firm possesses, Avantra seem to rely mainly on their 
employees as persons. Besides some basic routines that employees have to follow, most of the 
‘core competencies’ of the firm Avantra hence is contained in the heads of its employees. To 
reduce the vulnerability represented by people ‘taking their heads and leave’ Avantra however 
already from its start employed a very ambitious staff program where work content, working 
hours and other working conditions were tailored individually. Avantra also received a 
prestigious national award for its excellent personnel policy, and has so far had no problems 
with ‘brain drain’ from the firm. 
 

Both Avantra and Cap Gemini have designed their offices in order to facilitate direct 
interaction between their employees. Instead of ‘closed doors’ and separate offices both firms 
utilize office landscapes to stimulate communication, exchange and learning from others in 
the company, thus enabling a more easy access to information and knowledge stored in the 
heads of colleagues. Cap Gemini has however taken several steps further by institutionalizing 
project teams and exchange and interaction through their ‘competence groups’ as well as 
other forums. Together with a more developed system for training and education Gap Gemini 
thus may be understood to have a more advanced formal system for storing and updating its 
organizational memory. 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND CHALLENGES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 

This paper took as a starting point the need for further development of our knowledge on how 
organizational knowledge is created through interaction between individuals in the firm as 
well as between the firm and its environment. We were specifically interested in whether 
different mechanisms are being used for transferring different kinds of knowledge and 
information, and whether various modes for storing this knowledge and information in an 
organizational memory are being utilized. As Sanchez (1997) points out, “achieving 
competence requires both knowledge and effective processes for deploying knowledge within 
and across an organization’s boundaries” (p. 164). Achieving organizational competence 
through building and updating the organizational memory of a firm is triggered and affected 
by several circumstances such as the degree of dynamism in the firm’s environment, the 
firm’s strategic orientation (Ylinenpää 1998) and strategic logic (Sanchez, Heene and Thomas 
1996), as well as by the ‘absorptive capacity’ of the firm (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). For 
these reasons we in this paper choose to study and analyze how two different types of firms 
build, transfer and store knowledge and information. Both firms operate in a dynamic 
environment requiring a continuous renewal and updating of the competences the firms 
represent. While one of the case-study firms (Avantra), however, represents a newly 
established, small and locally based firm, the other case-study firm (Cap Gemini) represents 
an established, larger and more ‘mature’ organization operating on a worldwide basis. Our 
empirical studies revealed several differences when comparing data from the chosen cases: 
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?? Knowledge and information are in both cases distributed through a variety of different 
mechanisms spanning from written documents in paper or electronic format to 
personal, face-to-face interaction. The larger and more mature organization (Cap 
Gemini) however exposed a significantly higher degree of formal transfer 
mechanisms. While Avantra besides providing access to a basic collection of 
standards and routines to a very high degree seems to rely on ad-hoc based interaction 
between their employees, Cap Gemini has introduced a number of different 
mechanisms and forums to support intra-organizational transfer of information and 
knowledge. These mechanisms include cross-functional project teams, regular 
meetings in ‘competence groups’, in-house workshops and training programs on 
different themes, and a coaching system. Also an interactive IT-based knowledge 
system providing employees’ access to the learning achieved and the experiences 
made by the firm through previous projects has been introduced. 

 

?? While the ‘organizational knowledge’ of the smaller Avantra basically is stored in the 
heads of its employees (and transferred to a shared ‘mental model’ preferably through 
ad-hoc based personal interaction), Cap Gemini hence makes significant efforts to 
codify and standardize the organizational knowledge of the company. These efforts 
are manifested by Cap’s Intranet system, but also by their higher degree of 
standardization in terms of quality standards, checklists, meeting schedules, meeting 
documentation procedures, etc. 

 
To conclude, Table 2 depicts dominating modes of knowledge transfer and storage and how 
these may be understood to relate to different dimensions of knowledge (orientation towards 
explicit versus tacit knowledge) in the two case-study firms.  
 

Table 2: Dominating modes of knowledge transfer and storage in case-study firms 
 
                       Avantra         Cap Gemini 
 
Knowledge dimension Explicit             ??              Tacit Explicit            ??              Tacit 
 
 
Transfer mechanisms Personal files + Ad-hoc based IT-based inter- Cross-functional 
 basic standards employee  active know- work-teams and
 and routines avai-  interaction ledge system competence
 lable to employees  (Galaxy) groups. Coaching 
    system. 
 Introduction of 
 new employees  In-house training programs 
  
             Office landscapes           Office landscapes 
 
         Workshops & seminars Formalized workshops & seminars 
 
Storage mechanisms Basic collection      ‘Inside employ- High degree of ‘Inside employ- 
 of standards and ees heads’ standards and  ees heads’ 
 routines. Written  routines. Written 
 documentation.  documentation.   
 
   IT-based know- 
   ledge system 
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The observations thus concluded in Table 2 form the basis for two lines of implications that 
may be drawn from this paper. The first refers to general implications, and are related to 
theories on knowledge creation and competence building. The second refers to the obvious 
differences regarding organizational size and age/maturity that our case-study firms represent, 
and relate to both organizational theory and research in the field of small businesses. 
 
Sanchez (1997) proposed that the process of knowledge transfer and dissemination could be 
considered to consist of articulation, codification, and apprehension. Taking this approach one 
may regard Cap Gemini’s efforts to build organizational knowledge by transferring individual 
knowledge and information to an ‘organizational memory’ as means of articulating, codifying 
and making in apprehensible to others in the organization. This process can to a substantial 
part be understood to involve efforts to articulate and visualize what we normally characterize 
as ‘tacit knowledge’ in order to make this knowledge understandable and adoptable for other 
members of the same organization. As our empirical data illustrate, however, there are limita-
tions to what degree knowledge and information may be transferred through different kinds of 
transfer mechanisms. While knowledge articulated in an explicit way (explicit knowledge) 
may use highly instrumental mechanisms (such as an Intranet system) for transfer and storage, 
knowledge based ‘more on insights and personal approaches than on concrete and explicit 
knowledge’ preferably is transferred through mechanisms based on personal, face-to-face 
interaction. An implication of this reasoning is therefore that is important to consider the need 
for different transfer mechanisms to support organizational competence building.  
 
Building on the understanding that both individual and organizational competence building 
requires a two-way process involving ‘operational’ and ‘conceptual learning’ (Kim 1993; cf. 
Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995), the need for different transfer mechanisms is further underlined. 
A firm aiming at supporting organizational learning but only facilitating transfer and 
exchange of more or less explicit knowledge and information (e.g. through written documents 
in paper or electronic format), obviously runs the risk of creating a support system that does 
not properly address how to transfer and exchange knowledge and information difficult to 
articulate in written form. Similarly, firms relaying solely on exchange of information and 
knowledge through person-to-person interaction and not putting priority on articulation of the 
present ‘state-of-the-art’ procedures, routines and experiences run a higher risk of 
unproductive ‘inventing-the-wheel-again-processes’, tapping the firm’s resources and 
capabilities from a more productive use.  
 
Another argument underpinning this implication is found in the need for recognizing 
individual perceptions and preferences towards, e.g., different transfer mechanisms (cf. Kim 
1993). As our data indicate, personal preferences towards means of collecting or transmitting 
information are different (as in the case Cap Gemini, where respondents felt differently when 
confronted to the firm’s Intranet system). Providing alternatives for transferring and 
exchanging knowledge and information in a firm accordingly facilitates for individuals in the 
organization with various preferences and personal styles for interacting with colleagues to 
choose between different mechanisms.    
 
Referring to Sanchez’ (1997) discussion on how articulated knowledge in competence-based 
competition may be managed we hence agree on the importance of facilitating and supporting 
articulation of a firm’s tacit knowledge, and to provide means for transferring this knowledge 
to other members of the organization. Recognizing that knowledge may be articulated with 
different degrees of difficulty, however, an equally important management task is to provide 
alternative routes for transfer and exchange of knowledge and information. Different transfer 
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mechanisms have their specific pros and cons regarding both their capability to distribute tacit 
knowledge in-house an organization as well as their risk of unintended leakage of vital 
knowledge to competitors. More research is needed to increase our understanding of the 
function of different transfer mechanisms and their role for creating competence-based 
competitiveness. Hopefully this explorative paper has contributed with a base for more 
empirically rooted research approaches. 
 
Now to the other line of reasoning that may be followed drawing implications from this paper. 
The fact that the case-study firms analyzed in this paper are very different trigs a discussion 
relating to organizational size, differences in strategic orientation/logic and absorptive 
capacity. While the smaller Avantra to a large extent is contracting out highly skilled IT-
specialists for problem solving in client firms and organizations, the larger Cap Gemini 
mainly offers total solutions, packages and project teams to their clients. While Avantra hence 
could be understood to exploit its ‘strategic flexibility’ (Sanchez and Heene 1997), Cap 
Gemini sets (or at least tries to set) ‘the rules of the game’ in its line of business and exploit 
different economies of scale. And while Avantra, with its smaller organization and more 
limited in-house competence base, is more inclined to seek external competence and alliance 
partners when needed, the larger Cap Gemini with its worldwide organization hosts most of 
the competencies needed in-house their organizational boundaries.12 
 
Adopting the organizational life cycle perspective and its analogy to biology earlier 
introduced in this paper, it may be tempting to regard Avantra as less developed organization 
which, in order to develop and flourish, should adopt the measures Gap Gemini already 
employs or is introducing. This is however not necessarily true, since this kind of reasoning 
disregards from the fact that these two cases follow different ‘strategic orientations’ 
(Ylinenpää 1998) and exploit different kinds of ‘strategic logic’ (Sanchez, Heene and Thomas 
1996). Exploiting economies of scale by employing a high degree of standardization and 
formalization, for example, normally is at the expense of the organization’s flexibility to adapt 
to and react on various markets needs occurring in the firm’s environment. If a smaller 
organization such as Avantra adopts the procedures and approaches for transferring and 
storing knowledge in the organization from the significantly larger Cap Gemini, this does 
accordingly not imply that Avantra will improve its competence-based competitiveness. 
Instead the firm will run the risk of creating a misfit between, on one hand, its strategic logic 
and, on the other hand, the infrastructure and the corporate culture that enables the firm to 
successfully exploit such an orientation.  
  
This in turn relates to another intriguing issue. From a theoretical point of view (see Cohen 
and Levinthal 1990, or Ylinenpää 1997) more in-house competencies implicate a higher 
absorptive capacity, e.g. a higher capacity to learn new and complex material or to have a 
fruitful exchange with competent external partners. On the other hand it has been proposed 
that increased knowledge is related to a loss of flexibility (Andersen and Tushman 1990, 
Murray and Worren 1998), in some cases rendering the larger organization to suffer from a 
NIH-syndrome13. This paradox seems to indicate that we instead of a linear relation between 
in-house competencies and the competence-based competitiveness of a firm here deal with 
some kind of curve-linear relation.  

                                                                 
12 The perception that you inside your own organizational boundaries host most (if not all) of the competencies 
needed for successful competition on the market may well be an important explanation to why Gap Gemini (and 
not the smaller Avantra) so much seem to rely on building an electronic and interactive ‘library’. 
13 NIH means ‘Not Invented Here’, and depicts a kind of mental model prevailing in many larger firms where 
e.g. product ideas generated outside the organisation are rejected just because they are ‘not invented here’. 
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Instead of simplified implications trigged by the organizational life cycle perspective and 
building on the blessings of economy of scale, we propose that the implications may be 
formulated as separate challenges for firms such as Avantra and Cap Gemini. For firms such 
as Avantra the challenge consists of designing and employing a knowledge- and competence-
building system that, without damaging its entrepreneurial spirit and selling out the firm’s 
strategic flexibility, tries to overcome disadvantages originating from its smaller 
organizational size. For firms such as Cap Gemini the major challenge instead is represented 
by measures supporting an open-minded search for and processing of new relevant 
information and knowledge without counteracting its successful exploitation of economies of 
scale by introducing to much of formalization, standardization, red tape and dysfunctional 
beliefs such as the NIH-syndrome. 
 
Building on the understanding that the learning ability of a firm is a more determinant factor 
for success in dynamic markets than the firm’s current endowment of resources (Sanchez, 
Heene and Thomas 1996), this then also represents another interesting research challenge. 
Further studies are needed on which effects organizational size has on a firm’s competence 
building and leveraging processes and, especially, how the mental models of the firm are 
affected by and affect these processes.  
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